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Introduction
In the second half of the long nineteenth century, war and law became increasingly

intertwined in the newly emerging global order.1 Each, however, still represented a distinct
component of the forces which, collectively, were driving global change. War-making reflected the
central role of the sovereign nation-state in the international order and its continued, although
increasingly challenged, monopoly over diplomatic relations and foreign policy decision-making.
Warfare as sovereign prerogative, indeed, remained a key defining characteristic of the age,
impacting the international and gender system. Law—and in particular the newly codified
international laws regulating war and peace—captured a transnational civil society dynamic
expanding beyond the borders of the states and empires of the world. While structured and
constrained by diplomatic negotiations, the writing and implementing of international law was a
product of an ongoing process of professionalization and bureaucratization of societies due to the
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states’ needs for expert advice and knowledge. This development, too, extended beyond state
borders facilitated in part by the proliferation of international organizations— emerging also as a
key structural feature of the age and embodying the diverse visions, agendas, and goals in civil
societies. Through wider networks, these groups managed the complex flow of information for their
geographically dispersed members and helped bring the major cultural, societal, and gender changes
into international politics.2

This chapter centers on the changing patterns of humanitarian service at the nexus of war,
law, and medicine that were invigorated by the Geneva Conventions, one of the earliest
formulations and, still today, the cornerstone of international humanitarian law (the laws of war).
Formal passage of the Convention in 1864 initiated a new era of international law as the foundation
for a growing integration of international society and its many permanent institutions. Foremost
among them was the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), which Madeleine Herren
calls the “best known manifestation of internationalism” in the nineteenth century and one which,
in its operations, was tied to the changing face of warfare.3 In time, the Committee assumed
responsibility for overseeing the wartime protections increasingly safeguarded by the Geneva
Conventions in their original (1864) and revised forms (1868 and 1906). Designed first to safeguard
the wounded enemy soldiers and their medical personnel on the battlefields (accounting for the term
humanitarian law), the Geneva Conventions also came to protect prisoners of war as well as civilians
and refugees caught up in the hostilities. Prior to World War I, forty-five states and empires had
acceded to the Conventions giving the legal regime a remarkably global scope. Importantly, these
laws required each member state to expand the military medical provisioning for its soldiers and
sailors. Notably, and for my purposes more importantly, the agreement also encouraged the
creation of national volunteer Red Cross (and, by 1878, Red Crescent) Societies to aid the work of
each official military medical corps in wartime and help with national disasters in peacetime.
States, too, were enjoined to establish a national aid branch when acceding to the Convention. By
1914, thirty-eight member states had fully organized national Societies. Eventually sanctioned by
government authorities, these “volunteers” were subject to the states’ military laws and regulations
and officially incorporated under the Geneva Convention legal regime in 1906. They, too, were
found all over the globe, operating in the theaters of Europe’s continental wars, in many colonial
wars expanding empires in the second half of the long nineteenth century, in conflicts in Asia, such
as the Russo-Japanese War, 1904-05, and, of course, in The Great War, 1914-1918. Most of the
societies sponsored mobile medical field hospitals and units, with close ties to the philanthropic
communities of their host countries. In the period under investigation, many national societies
raised money and materials and sent medical personnel and equipment to, or operated in, wars’
battlefields, even if their own country did not participate in the particular armed conflict. War was
an ever-present reality in the lives of Red Cross and Crescent medical staff and their avid domestic
supporters.

Historiography, Themes, and Geographical Focus
This chapter weaves together several distinct historiographies in ways that provide

innovative insights into gender as a dynamic category of analysis for a study of war, law, and
medicine. In the widest framework, it is part of an emerging field of global history, with its focus on
the many transnational and international networks that were forging structural and cross-border
interconnections starting around the middle nineteenth century. 4 It highlights, specifically, three
contradictory processes of military modernization emerging at the time which simultaneously
reflected growing national antagonisms and the perceived need for national cooperation. These
changes were the expansion of medical relief services for armies and navies; advances in science and
technology altering the machinery of war as part of the ongoing industrialization of Western Europe
and its emerging peripheral competitors, the United States and Japan; and the spread of norm-
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setting, regulations, and international laws, which both reflected as well as promoted the ongoing
changes.

As an international movement coordinated by the Central Committee, the Red Cross
imposed a set of common goals, legally inviolable signs (the cross, although modified by the
Ottoman adoption of the crescent), and humanitarian language on each national branch
organization. These commonalities, in one respect, comprise what the global historian Christopher
Bayly calls “global uniformities,” products of the increasing ties that were working to construct the
global community and the international order.5 Through targeted case studies of the medical
developments in Germany, Japan, the United States, and Britain, the chapter probes the
relationship between international norm-setting and law, on the one hand, and the actual patterns of
operations and meanings in different political, geographical, and cultural locations, on the other.6 It
also addresses several controversial debates in the literature, notably the scholarly disagreements
about the meaning of the language of humanitarianism in its formative linkage with war7 and also
about how to assess the nature of battlefield medical care in the context of the industrialization of
warfare. While the arguments are applicable to earlier wars of the era, this latter debate dominates
the analysis of wartime medical provisioning in the total war milieus of the First World War.”8

Most centrally, the chapter brings gender analysis to the new field of global history, which
largely has neglected the gendered implications of the forces creating global communities in the past.
As Merry Wiesner correctly notes, global history and women’s and gender history basically have
bypassed one another over the last several decades.9 The project also overcomes a similar limitation
in the field of historical legal studies, where scholars have explored specifically the codification
movements in Geneva in the 1860s and the later work of the two Hague Conferences in 1899 and
1907. This scholarship on the history of the laws of war is mostly interested in the negotiations
around, and the final formulations, of legal doctrines and principles. While it is partially connected
to the professionalization of international lawyers, it is silent about gender or women’s involvement
in societal debates about law and war, outside of the related field of peace history.10

Taken together, the chapter offers a dynamic historical investigation into the processes of
gendering the professional military medical services around the globe in the decades after 1860. It
examines this gendering as an historical development largely unanticipated at the founding of the
international Red Cross movement. The focus helps link over time shifting societal gender norms
with an evolving practice of service and care on the battlefield. It also takes seriously the corporeal
body as an historical topic—after all, new treaty law gave the wounded male body and the sex-
specific bodies of the medical personnel a legally sanctioned zone of protection in the midst of the
violence of war.11 The body, indeed, was at the center of this newly emerging service, graphically
demonstrated in the writings of Florence Nightingale, for example. As she put it in 1858: “The care
of the sick is the main object of hospitals. The care of their souls is the great province of the clergy in
the hospitals. The care of their bodies is the duty of nurses.” Equally explicit was her effort to
inscribe values and norms on the body of the female nurse through knowledge of medicine and
rigorous moral training. Her prescriptions were designed to “restrain and elevate” the nurse and
stressed “abnegation of self,” “propriety of conduct,” “chastity” and strict subordination to the
“Medical man” or the Female Superintendent,” as the case may be.12 The chapter then seeks to
intertwine medical and legal discourses and practices to explore shifting understandings of the body
in response to the changing nature of warfare in the period under investigation.13

With its attention on the mutilated body, the battlefield medical staff centered on its care,
and a home-front public vitally concerned with soldiers’ suffering, the study captures the
development of a gender order that simultaneously reinforced and challenged gender norms—but
not necessarily social norms, since Red Cross service essentially remained the preserve of educated
and privileged social groups with extensive ties to the ruling political and military elites.
Methodologically, the approach incorporates into a history of military medical provisioning the
ongoing structural changes in societies, notably widening educational opportunities for women, the
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emergence of women’s professional organizations, such as international nursing associations, as
well as feminist and women’s movements, with their transnational connections. At the same time,
the theme shows how wars created experimental subjects and gave rise to growing knowledge about
wounds and patient care that circulated widely in Red Cross and other media and in doing so
influenced professional training back home. This focus helps brings the level of analysis from
structure to lived experience, following over time the day to day work of the women and men in the
field and base hospitals. In addition, the historical framework shows that this gender order was
rooted partially in older institutionalized ethics of care—for example, in the patriotic, charitable,
and religious relief institutions and hospitals found in many locales of Europe to care for wounded
and sick soldiers and veterans from the French revolutionary era onwards. Their purview also
extended to the poor and sick in societies. These patterns continued into the era of state welfare
credentialing, bureaucracy, and centralized policy-implementation. But important changes took
place starting around the 1850s that increasingly re-organized, professionalized, and
internationalized the whole gamut of military medical services.

The Global Moment. Warfare in the 1850s and 1860s: People’s Wars
By the mid-1850s, a discourse of humanitarianism had returned to global society, tied

squarely to war’s human costs. In earlier decades, humanitarian sentiments had animated the trans-
Atlantic anti-slave trade and abolition movements, which purposefully harnessed the Enlightenment
concept of common humanity for their causes. The cause of abolition had spread the language of
humanity far and wide.14 But, now, a growing number of philanthropic figures, educated people
and high state and military officials became concerned with the plight of the wounded soldiers on
the battlefield. While not absent from the global scene (think of the Opium Wars in China in the
1840s), war had been relatively scarce on the European continent since the Revolutionary and
Napoleonic eras. With the spread of nationalist territorial demands and identification with
minority, often Christian, communities in Ottoman lands, wars returned to Europe as the standard
extensions of political and territorial contests: in the Crimea (1853-56), the campaigns for Italian
unification (1848-70), the German wars of unification (1864-71), and even the U.S. civil war (1861-
65), followed avidly across the Atlantic by the reading public through the new linkages of telegraph
communications and wartime journalism. The international global system emerging around the
mid-nineteenth century was a decidedly European-dominated one. And it was in Europe that
practical efforts first emerged as an urgent reform agenda to tackle the armies’ failures to provide
adequate medical care for their wounded and sick soldiers.

The nature of warfare had changed dramatically. Gone were mercenary armies of the old
regimes with their inherited tactics of limited defense, codes of conduct, and attentive medical
provisioning; with conscript armies, commanders arguably believed they could replace soldiers
more easily than invest in their care and recovery. Yet, in the new era of people’s wars, a soldier was
someone’s husband, father or brother. The new context helps explain mounting public interest in
war’s casualties and the suffering of soldiers. Government leaders and military authorities found
they needed to pay attention to public opinion in wartime, stirred by spreading literacy, a reading
public, and a nascent mass press. A letter written to the British War Office in 1854 about the
nursing work of Florence Nightingale in the Crimea reflects the new imperative of reform: “the
health and comfort of the troops are judged now by a very different standard from which prevailed
in former occasions.”15 Convergence of these complex sentiments and values helped establish
international organizations and write international laws.

Institutionalizing Humanitarian Service: Permanent Laws and Organizations
The innovations in wartime medical care were tied in part to the intersection of the graphic

ideas, life’s work, and broad societal receptivity of two iconic European figures at the center of the
gendered face of humanitarian wartime service, although in ways unanticipated by either. The
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impact of movements and activities spawned by their writings infused humanitarianism with new
meanings. The one was Florence Nightingale who, reflecting on her wartime experiences in the
Crimea, issued a broad program for bringing nurses into military hospitals in Britain in 1858. For
decades thereafter from her sickbed in London, she directed the professionalization of female nurses
for civilian hospital work, establishing the Nightingale nursing model, which spread far and wide in
global societies, including into China by the early 1920s. Yet, she largely was thwarted in realizing
her main passion of integrating trained female nurses into battlefield hospital work by the dogged
and bitter hostility of Britain’s male military and medical officers and the War Office. Nightingale
was a vocal opponent of voluntary philanthropy. For her mission, she declared it “most important
to be free, once and fore ever, from the injurious, untrue, and derogatory appendage of public
patronage.” Medical care of soldiers and sailors was the sole preserve of the sovereign state, she
held. So it is ironic that, in Britain, the forerunner of the British Red Cross, The National Aid
Society (relying on patronage and voluntary contributions) in 1885 first engaged nurses “through
Miss Nightingale” (as the report notes) to tend the sick and wounded British soldiers in the empire’s
African campaigns in Egypt and the Soudan.16 Even as late as the Great War, the British Red Cross
proved much more receptive to women’s war work than the War Office.

The second iconic figure was Henri Dunant, a Swiss businessman responsible in good
measure for the founding of the international Red Cross movement. His travels, serendipitously,
brought him to Solferino in Northern Italy in June 1859. What Dunant saw on the battlefield
haunted him: 30,000 wounded soldiers of both military camps dying after the battle because of
inadequate medical attention. Returning to Geneva, he wrote a scathing account entitled A Memory
of Solferino, which he self-published in 1862 as an “open letter to world leaders and opinion makers,”
and sent to Europe’s dynastic courts, prominent military leaders, doctors, writers and
philanthropists. The book became an instant success, translated quickly into seven European
languages. With its searing details of horror and misery, it effectively evoked humanitarian
sentiments, creating immediate, visceral connections between distant readers and his symbol of
suffering humanity, the wounded enemy soldier. Time and again, he reminded readers of the
families’ pain in the soldiers’ suffering.17 Unlike the workings of humanitarianism in the anti-
slavery campaigns which rarely envisioned the slave as a human being with rights, Dunant tied his
vision to a legal regime, which his movement helped create.

The key to Dunant’s success were two innovations for the age: first, a proposal for
permanent voluntary relief associations formed and trained in peacetime and designed to supplement
the states’ military medical corps in wartime and, second, open and permanent treaty law protecting
those persons hors de combat—at the outset the wounded soldier of any nationality and those offering
medical relief and religious succor. His proposal found consistent support among high government
and military authorities and worked, ultimately, because the volunteers became officially recognized
by the different governments around the world. At the outset, it was exclusively a masculine
project, one in which the “manhood of the ‘civilized countries’ was in a strikingly real sense
attending to its own interests,” as the historian Geoffrey Best writes boldly.”18 And, indeed, deep
gender bias runs through Dunant’s memoir. When he describes the ad hoc responses of local
inhabitants to soldiers’ needs he writes self-evidently of women’s valuable medical and social
services; when he prescribes the personnel for his envisioned national associations, he excludes what
he calls “the weak and ignorant” women.19 In its own ironic twist, Dunant’s project found ardent
support among contemporary women—female dynasts in the courts of Europe and privileged
women in women’s patriotic relief societies, which had been working to aid veterans of the
revolutionary wars as well as the poor and destitute in urban societies. Typically under dynastic
patronage, many of these organizations on the continent subsequently were centralized under Red
Cross coordination and, true to Nightingale’s inspirations, began to provide nursing training for war
work.20
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Dunant’s ideas, then, were turned into action, resulting in the calling of two conferences.
Both took place through the efforts of a small Geneva philanthropic society, the Geneva Public
Welfare Society, which became, by 1875, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).
One of its members, the lawyer Gustave Moynier, had seen Dunant’s book and made his cause the
Society’s cause. Under its own authority, the Swiss group called together interested parties for a
three day conference in late October 1863 to coordinate the founding of national relief associations
and it turned itself into a Central Committee, to prepare guidelines and coordinate the necessary
exchange of information. Thirty-six people attended. Eighteen of them were government
representatives from fourteen states who reported back home on the deliberations and prepared the
ground for further action; the rest were members of charitable organizations and interested
individuals. Importantly, and pointed out in an earlier circular of Dunant, battlefield medical relief
work required protection under a universally recognized sign of neutrality. Delegates made that
symbol the red cross, inverting the colors of the Swiss flag ostensibly to honor their hosts. With a
seeming logic, a second conference—a diplomatic conference called by the Swiss Federal Council—
met in August 1864; attended solely by European states, invitations also had been extended to the
Sublime Porte (the Ottoman Empire), the United States, Mexico and Brazil. Following a proposal
prepared by the Central Committee, delegates debated, drafted, and signed the Geneva Convention
on 22 August 1864; within four months, the Convention had been ratified by 10 states and became
binding international law. True to the new spirit of open international law, Article 9 allowed states
not present to accede to it.21

Unsettled was the role of the volunteer Red Cross (and Crescent) societies at the heart of
Dunant’s vision, however. In 1864, military leaders balked at recognizing a place for volunteers on
the battlefield and excluded them from the legal safeguards. But the founding of national wartime
relief societies continued apace; increasingly coordinated by government and military regulation,
their wartime services, tested first in the Prussian-Danish war of 1864, became indispensable to
states’ overall defense agendas. In their many national publications and reports of activities in the
local press, furthermore, they spread the word about the successes of their humanitarian
undertaking.

The Gendering of Military Medical Provisioning: the Militarization of Humanitarianism?
[DRAFT from here on: Contingent historical process: Dunant did not expect mil to become

so powerful with its own cult, violence; also role of ICRC
Due to international technology and industrialization of warfare new weaponry, (1750-1850

machinery of war changed little but 1860s new inventions, techniques, materials; did not recognize
changes adequately Russo-Ottoman war (article)

Pushed medical provisioning and law-writing
Brief but illustrative case studies: Germany, Japan, US Britain (see abstract for explanation of why
these cases)

The Great War and Gender Reversals

New gender challenges in massive expansion of war work under GC; case study the Scottish
Women’s Hospitals

Ongoing internationalism
War devastations, diseases and epidemics

International Humanitarianism after the War
Implications of the War for the future
The expansion of wartime humanitarianism into international public health

Conclusion
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